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Abstract: Perception plays a pivotal role in both biological and technological interactions with the
environment. Recent advancements in whisker sensors, drawing inspiration from nature’s tactile
systems, have ushered in a new era of versatile and highly sensitive sensing technology. Whisker
sensors, which mimic the tactile hairs of mammals, offer both high sensitivity and multifunctionality.
They excel in capturing fine-grained environmental data, detecting various stimuli with precision,
and finding applications in diverse domains. This review explores the integration of whisker sensors
in potential marine applications. Categorized into six types, these sensors are invaluable for tasks
such as marine structure monitoring, measurement instruments, tactile perception in marine robots,
and non-contact sensing in the marine environment. Challenges and potential solutions are examined,
along with the prospects of whisker sensors in the field of marine science and engineering. In an era
that demands adaptable sensing solutions, whisker sensors emerge as pivotal components, enabling
machines and devices to perceive and respond to external stimuli with heightened sensitivity and ver-
satility. Their application in the marine domain holds substantial promise, propelling advancements
in the realms of marine science and engineering.

Keywords: whisker sensors; tactile perception; marine science and engineering

1. Introduction

Perception forms the bedrock of both biological and machine interaction with the
surrounding environment [1–6]. In the technological realm, the ability to perceive and
respond to external stimuli remains a driving force behind ongoing innovations in sensor
technology [7–10]. Optical and acoustic sensing technologies have consistently stood at
the vanguard of this field, furnishing invaluable insights for our comprehension of the
world surrounding us [11–14]. Nevertheless, there is a growing recognition of the need
for more versatile and adaptable sensing solutions to meet the increasing demands of the
modern world. Tactile sensing technology, serving as a pivotal complement to conventional
optical and acoustic sensing technologies, has equipped machines and devices with broader
sensing and responsive capabilities. Research and applications in this sphere have achieved
significant breakthroughs across multiple domains [15–20]. A current trend in tactile
sensing technology involves a growing inclination towards biomimicry, where researchers
draw inspiration from nature’s own sensory systems to create sensors capable of emulating
the complexity and adaptability found in living organisms. This bio-inspired approach to
tactile sensing has given rise to a gamut of biomimetic tactile sensors, each replete with
unique advantages and applications [21–24].

Among the myriad biomimetic tactile sensors that have attracted considerable at-
tention, whisker sensors stand out as a distinctive and promising category due to their
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exceptional ability to discern critical environmental cues [25–28]. They derive inspiration
from the tactile sensing capabilities displayed by various animals, particularly mammals.
Whiskers are highly sensitive elongated tactile hairs, and these remarkable appendages play
an indispensable role in detecting and interpreting the surrounding environment, endow-
ing animals with vital information about objects, surfaces, and even fluid dynamics [29–34].
Since the conceptualization of whisker sensors in 1987 [35], researchers worldwide have
conducted extensive investigations into whisker sensors based on various sensing prin-
ciples, yielding numerous exciting research outcomes. Compared to conventional tactile
sensors, whisker sensors offer several advantages, with their most prominent attribute be-
ing high sensitivity, an inherent characteristic of their biomimetic design. Whisker sensors
excel in capturing fine-grained environmental data, providing a more comprehensive un-
derstanding of the surroundings than traditional tactile sensors [36,37]. Traditional tactile
sensors often struggle to discern subtle changes in touch, pressure, or texture, while whisker
sensors, with their flexible and responsive whisker-like structures, can minutely discrim-
inate variations in the environment [38–41]. This heightened sensitivity renders them
exceptionally valuable in applications where precision and accuracy stand as paramount
requisites. Additionally, whisker sensors exhibit significant versatility and are capable of
detecting various stimuli, including static and dynamic touches [42–44], airflow [45,46],
vibrations [47,48], and even fluid flow [49,50]. The multifunctionality of whisker sensors
expands their applicability across various fields, including robotics, automation, environ-
mental monitoring, and scientific research.

While the number of existing applications remains limited, the field of marine science
and engineering consistently emerges as one of the most promising arenas for whisker sen-
sors, often denoted as ’marine whisker sensors’. Marine whisker sensors could find diverse
applications both underwater and at the sea surface. In underwater applications, these sen-
sors can seamlessly integrate into robotic systems, particularly remotely operated vehicles
(ROVs), extending the realm of touch to achieve precise navigation in intricate underwater
terrains while adeptly detecting obstacles and mapping underwater topography [51,52].
In nearshore applications, these sensors can be deployed on offshore drilling platforms
and nearshore structures, assisting in the detection of corrosion, cracks, or anomalies in
critical infrastructure components such as pipelines, tanks, and support structures [53,54].
Whisker sensors installed on inspection robots can meticulously scrutinize ship hulls and
interiors, promptly identifying corrosion, leaks, or structural damage, thereby enhancing
the safety and durability of maritime vessels [55,56]. Furthermore, these sensors play a
pivotal role in ocean pipeline monitoring, astutely detecting leaks, dents, and external
hazards, ensuring the uninterrupted operation of underwater pipelines [57,58]. In addition
to safeguarding infrastructure, whisker sensors can also assume a crucial role in the naviga-
tion and collision avoidance of ships and underwater vehicles, leveraging their real-time
close-range sensing capabilities to prevent accidents and minimize damage [27,59]. On the
water’s surface, whisker sensors can serve as oceanographic instruments, accumulating a
wealth of environmental information [60,61]. Figure 1 illustrates several accomplishments
of marine whisker sensors within four primary application scenarios. Whisker sensors, due
to their precision and real-time data acquisition capabilities, offer a versatile solution for
applications both underwater and on the sea surface. This contribution serves to advance
the fields of marine science and engineering.
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Figure 1. Potential applications of whisker sensors in marine science and engineering. Reproduced
with permission. Ref. [62] Copyright 2018, IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. Ref. [63]
Copyright 2021, MDPI. Reproduced with permission. Ref. [61] Copyright 2012, IOP Publishing.
Reproduced with permission. Ref. [64] Copyright 2017, Elsevier B.V. Reproduced with permission.
Ref. [65] Copyright 2021, AAAS. Reproduced with permission. Ref. [66] Copyright 2022, Elsevier B.V.
Reproduced with permission. Ref. [67] Copyright 2022, Elsevier B.V. Reproduced with permission.
Ref. [68] Copyright 2023, WILEY-VCH.

This review endeavors to explore the intricacies of whisker sensors and their in-
tegration into marine applications. In the subsequent sections, we will scrutinize the
fundamental distinctions in whisker sensor technology and expound upon its potential
applications in marine science and engineering. To commence, we will undertake a com-
prehensive examination of the typical categories of whisker sensors, categorizing them into
six primary types: optical whisker sensors, magnetic whisker sensors, resistive whisker
sensors, capacitive whisker sensors, piezoelectric whisker sensors, and triboelectric whisker
sensors. We will follow this taxonomy to systematically introduce the current state of ma-
rine whisker sensors, presenting their potential applications in four key domains: marine
structure monitoring, marine measurement instruments, tactile perception in marine robots,
and non-contact sensing in the marine environment. This endeavor will illuminate the
extensive potential that these sensors hold within the realm of marine science and engineer-
ing. Lastly, we will enumerate the challenges currently confronting marine whisker sensors
and explore potential remedies. In addition, we will conduct a comprehensive analysis of
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the prospects associated with marine whisker sensors, with the intention of emphasizing
their significance in diverse contexts and the exciting opportunities they offer for the future
of marine science and engineering.

2. Typical Categories of Whisker Sensors

The whisker sensor represents a significant advancement in tactile sensing technol-
ogy, drawing inspiration from the remarkable perceptual abilities observed in biological
organisms. Its fundamental operation revolves around detecting strain variations within
whiskers when exposed to external stimuli. This section presents a comprehensive review
of whisker sensors, classifying them into six primary categories based on their under-
lying sensing principles: optical whisker sensors, magnetic whisker sensors, resistive
whisker sensors, piezoelectric whisker sensors, capacitive whisker sensors, and triboelectric
whisker sensors.

2.1. Optical Whisker Sensors

Optical sensing technology, as one of the most widely employed sensing methodolo-
gies in contemporary applications, has witnessed significant advancements in the maturity
of its sensing components [69–71]. The construction of whisker sensors utilizing optical
sensing elements presents a direct and viable approach. Depending on the optical sens-
ing mechanism employed, optical whisker sensors can assume diverse configurations.
For instance, in the research conducted by Wang et al., whisker sensors were meticulously
designed and produced using optical polymer-formed whiskers [72], as visually repre-
sented in Figure 2A. These whiskers, emerging from the central core of a seven-core optical
fiber (SCF), connect to solid pendulums, thereby forming six parallel Fabry–Pérot inter-
ferometers between the SCFs. The fundamental sensing principle of this configuration is
delineated in Figure 2B, where it relies on multi-beam interference phenomena. When sub-
jected to external stimuli causing deformation in the optical polymer whiskers, the ensuing
alterations in cavity length are translated into variations in interference signals. Figure 2C
depicts an experimental setup for this sensor where solid pendulums induce deformation
in the optical polymer whiskers and sensory data are acquired using an imaging system.

Figure 2D presents an alternative design in which whiskers, equipped with magnets at
their bases, are affixed to an elastomeric membrane housing numerous tracking points [73].
The changes in position of both the whisker bases and tracking points are captured by a
camera and subsequently analyzed through target tracking algorithms to extract feature
data. Figure 2E showcases typical images of whisker deflections along the z-axis, with the
experimental arrangement detailed in Figure 2F. A similar design is illustrated in Figure 2G,
albeit with a greater number of whiskers constituting a sensing array to augment sensing
capabilities [74]. These 3D-printed whiskers are affixed to a flexible base and further
connected to an image-capturing module relying on cameras. Spot tracking algorithms
are harnessed to monitor changes in the positions of the pins, facilitating the extraction of
sensory information. Physical representations of this whisker array sensor are portrayed
in Figure 2H. It is imperative to acknowledge that while the approach of using cameras
to identify and track points for detecting whisker deformation is conceptually simpler
in design, it is confined to capturing two-dimensional motion states, thereby exhibiting
limitations in sensing dimensions. Conversely, the utilization of optical polymer whiskers
for sensing offers higher-dimensional sensing capabilities but necessitates more intricate
system designs, posing challenges in the miniaturization of the entire whisker sensing
system. Another crucial consideration lies in the fact that fiber-optic-based whisker sensors
offer greater potential for achieving high precision levels in sensing capabilities. The pursuit
of integrating and miniaturizing data acquisition devices may indeed represent a pivotal
research direction for enhancing the application potential of optical whisker sensors.
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Figure 2. Optical whisker sensors. (A). Schematic diagram of the whisker-inspired fiber attitude
sensor. (B). Schematic diagram of working principle of the whisker-inspired fiber attitude sensor. (C).
The schematic diagram of the experimental setup. (A–C) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [72] Copy-
right 2023, IEEE. (D). Schematic diagram of the WhiskSight sensor. (E). The motion of a tracker dot
on the whisker magnet or the elastomer. (F). The schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
(D–F) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [73] Copyright 2021, IEEE. (G). Schematic diagram
of the design of the dynamic TacWhisker array. (H). Physical picture of TacWhisker array.
(G,H) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [74] Copyright 2018, IEEE.

2.2. Magnetic Whisker Sensors

Magnetic whisker sensors represent one of the predominant categories of whisker
sensors currently employed, primarily relying on the incorporation of Hall sensors in
their design [75–78]. Owing to the compact dimensions, multi-dimensional capabilities,
and robust environmental adaptability inherent in Hall sensors, magnetic whisker sensors
can be developed with enhanced miniaturization and integration. Figure 3A elucidates the
conceptual framework of a typical magnetic whisker sensor, featuring a whisker structure
affixed to a base via a spring mechanism, with the whisker’s base housing a permanent
magnet [79]. Variations in the position of the whisker’s base are registered by an underly-
ing Hall effect sensor. This mechanical configuration can be simplified to a fundamental
torsion spring model, as demonstrated in Figure 3B, allowing for the modulation of the
whisker’s sensitivity to external stimuli through adjustments to the spring’s elasticity coef-
ficient. Figure 3C provides a visual representation of this sensor. Leveraging the versatile
attributes of Hall sensors, magnetic whisker sensors are not confined to conventional
design paradigms.
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Figure 3. Magnetic whisker sensors. (A). Schematic diagram of the fin sensor. (B). Torsional spring
model of the airflow sensing system with modeling parameters. (C). Physical picture of the fin
sensor. (A–C) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [79] Copyright 2020, IEEE. (D). Schematic diagram
of the tapered whisker sensor and model. (E). Schematic diagram of the tapered whisker-based
reservoir computing system. (F). A differential-drive mobile robot with a bio-inspired tapered
whisker sensor. (D–F) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [80] Copyright 2023, Springer Nature.
(G). Schematic diagram of the structure of whisker sensor. (H). Schematic diagram of sensor scanning
object. (I). Physical picture of the experimental device. (G–I) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [81]
Copyright 2022, IOP Publishing.

Figure 3D introduces an alternative configuration—a conical magnetic whisker sensor
composed of high-carbon material springs, three permanent magnets, and corresponding
linear Hall sensors [80]. This conical whisker sensor serves the purpose of discerning
diverse terrains encountered during robotic locomotion. The forces imparted during the
robot’s movement are translated into spring deformations, and the data feature matrix
collected by the Hall sensor can undergo further analysis via machine learning techniques,
as depicted in Figure 3E. Figure 3F offers a tangible depiction of a robot navigation system
constructed around this sensor, accentuating the advantage of the heightened integration
facilitated by magnetic whisker sensors. Processing and analysis of sensory data can be
efficiently executed using a single microcontroller, enabling the realization of intended
functionalities. Figure 3G presents a whisker sensor predicated on three-axis Hall sen-
sors and characterized by a straightforward cylindrical structure [81]. This sensor excels
in perceiving the external contours of objects through tactile means, as exemplified in
Figure 3H. By maneuvering the whiskers across the surface of the target object within a
two-dimensional plane, it emulates the sensory mechanism akin to the tactile perception
employed by select biological organisms equipped with sensory whiskers. Figure 3I offers
a tangible representation of this sensor alongside its application scenario. When integrated
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into a robotic arm, the whisker sensor adeptly discerns the surface contours of objects.
However, it is crucial to acknowledge the vulnerability of Hall sensors to temperature
fluctuations, rendering them ineffective in certain practical contexts. Furthermore, the ele-
vated cost associated with Hall sensors poses a hindrance to the widespread adoption of
magnetic whisker sensors.

2.3. Resistive Whisker Sensors

Resistive whisker sensors constitute a category of sensors that employ resistive mate-
rials to enable sensory functions. Their sensing principle is rooted in the resistive effect,
wherein the detection of whisker deformation relies on measuring changes in the resistance
of the resistive material in response to external stimuli. These sensors are known for their
structural simplicity, low energy consumption, and wide detection range. This design
approach provides a plethora of material choices, including silicon [82,83], carbon [84,85],
graphene [86,87], and more [88]. Figure 4A depicts a paper-based whisker sensor utilizing
graphite material. Its sensing mechanism originates from micro-contact changes within the
graphite layers [89]. When the whisker experiences strain due to external stimuli, the over-
laid graphite layers may detach, resulting in significant resistance changes. Figure 4B
presents its output performance, revealing markedly opposing outputs in response to
strains in two different directions, thereby demonstrating a well-defined pattern. Figure 4C
introduces a three-dimensional strain whisker sensor based on carbon nanotubes [90].
This sensor employs a self-assembly technique to deposit modified single-walled carbon
nanotubes onto a sensor body composed of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), forming a
stretchable conductive film for strain measurement. The manufactured three-dimensional
strain whisker sensor is depicted in Figure 4D, exhibiting millimeter-level precision. This
whisker sensor can also be utilized to construct a strain sensing array, as exemplified in
Figure 4E. The entire fabrication process relies solely on 3D printing technology and ma-
terial processing techniques. The performance of resistive whisker sensors can be further
enhanced through advanced processing of resistive materials.

As illustrated in Figure 4F, Takei et al. proposed a whisker sensor based on a highly
adjustable composite film comprising carbon nanotubes and silver nanoparticles [91]. Its
resistance displays exceptional sensitivity to strain, reaching up to 8% per Pascal. Figure 4G
delineates the circuitry configuration of the sensor’s top and bottom, with the top electrode
exhibiting significantly higher resistance than the bottom electrode. Consequently, changes
in resistance solely impact the sensor’s output through the top electrode, thereby facilitating
extensive resistance adjustability. By arranging seven whisker sensors into a hemispherical
array, the sensory system can discern fluid flow, as demonstrated in Figure 4H. Notably,
despite achieving a higher degree of miniaturization, resistive whisker sensors are still
constrained by their reliance on external current supply for data acquisition, which impedes
further integration and miniaturization. Additionally, they exhibit notable nonlinearity
and weak output signals in high-strain scenarios, thereby retaining inherent limitations.
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Figure 4. Resistive whisker sensors. (A). Schematic diagram of the pencil-drawn e-whisker device.
(B). Schematic diagram of the response performances of the pencil-drawn e-whisker. (A,B) Re-
produced with permission. Ref. [89] Copyright 2016, WILEY-VCH. (C). Schematic diagram of the
3D-structured stretchable strain sensors with out-of-plane multirings. (D). Physical picture of a fabri-
cated 3D-structured stretchable strain sensor. (E). Physical picture of the 3D-structured stretchable
strain sensor array. (C–E) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [90] Copyright 2018, WILEY-VCH.
(F). Physical picture of a fully fabricated e-whisker array. (G). Schematic diagram of the circuit of the
e-whiskers. (H). Physical picture of an array of seven vertically placed e-whiskers. (F–H) Reproduced
with permission. Ref. [91] Copyright 2014, National Academy of Science.

2.4. Capacitive Whisker Sensors

Capacitive whisker sensors employ various types of capacitors as sensing ele-
ments [92–94]. External stimuli cause strain on the whisker, resulting in a change in the
relative position between the two plates of the capacitor, leading to a modification in capaci-
tance. Detecting this change in capacitance provides strain information. These sensors offer
several advantages, including high sensitivity, low energy consumption, and insensitivity
to temperature variations. Figure 5A illustrates a typical design of a capacitive whisker
sensor based on the basic principle of a parallel-plate capacitor [95]. This sensor comprises
two cones with metal-coated surfaces facing each other, sealed with conductive silver epoxy
resin for waterproofing. Insulating silicone oil fills the space between the capacitor plates
to provide a sufficient dielectric constant. The inner cone, housing the whisker, is affixed to
the outer cone using PDMS, offering both sealing and appropriate damping and restoring
forces. While the nested cone structure prevents the capacitor plates from being perfectly
parallel, it increases the surface area of the plates, enhancing the signal output amplitude.
Figure 5B presents a physical representation of the sensor. In comparison to prior work
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by this research team, this version of the sensor employs gold-plated silver epoxy resin
capacitor plates to mitigate corrosion. It eliminates a separate waterproof layer that used to
cover the plates, reducing parasitic capacitance in series with the gap between the plates
and significantly improving signal strength. Furthermore, shielded wires are employed to
minimize electromagnetic noise.

Figure 5. Capacitive whisker sensors. (A). Schematic diagram of the basic cone-in-cone sensor design.
(B). Physical picture of the cone-in-cone sensor with gold plating and no explicit waterproofing
layer over the capacitor plates. (A,B) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [95] Copyright 2016, IOP
Publishing. (C). Schematic diagram of the capacitive sensing using dielectrics driven into co-planar
capacitors. (D). Physical picture of the 3D CAD design of whisker sensor and printed whisker sensor.
(C,D) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [96] Copyright 2016, IEEE. (E). Schematic diagram of the
movement of the whisker on the microphone. (F). Physical picture of the layer containing the two
whisker arrays. (G). Physical picture of the AMouse with its whiskers and the omnidirectional
camera. (E–G) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [97] Copyright 2014, Citeseer.

Figure 5C presents a sensing mechanism for a whisker sensor based on a coplanar
capacitance design [96]. Placing the whisker model on a patterned printed circuit board
(PCB) allows the measurement of changes in coplanar capacitance on the PCB to determine
the force and torque at the base of the whisker. The physical representation is shown in
Figure 5D. The whisker is entirely 3D-printed, with the base made of polylactic acid (PLA)
and the whisker part made of transparent resin. The base can be modeled as a torsion spring,
and sensitivity is effectively improved by optimizing electrode patterns and reducing the
stiffness of the torsion spring. Figure 5E proposes a more integrated solution where the
whisker is directly attached to a capacitive microphone [97]. The microphone sensor offers
a good signal-to-noise ratio and can track higher-frequency whisker movements but cannot
provide information about the direction of whisker deflection, which is a limitation of
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microphone-based sensors. Figure 5F displays an image containing two whisker sensor
arrays. Whiskers can be fixed at multiple positions to achieve different sensing modes.
This sensing array can be integrated into robots, as demonstrated in Figure 5G, to augment
tactile perception dimensions. Together with additional optical and acoustic sensors, it
forms the robot’s perception system, enabling effective navigation. It should be noted that
capacitive sensors commonly suffer from parasitic capacitance, electromagnetic interference,
and crosstalk between array elements, which can affect their performance. This lack of
stability has limited in-depth research on this principle in the field of whisker sensors.

2.5. Piezoelectric Whisker Sensors

Piezoelectric whisker sensors are a specialized category of sensors designed to detect
whisker strain by harnessing the piezoelectric effect inherent in certain materials when
subjected to external stimuli. In essence, these sensors leverage the piezoelectric effect. This
effect entails the polarization of internal charges within the piezoelectric material, resulting
in the generation of charges on the material’s surface. A distinctive feature of piezoelectric
whisker sensors is their self-driving capability, allowing them to function effectively without
the need for an external energy supply. This characteristic proves particularly advantageous
in energy-constrained scenarios, such as robotics [98–100]. The schematic structure of a
piezoelectric whisker sensor based on polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) for flow sensing
is depicted in Figure 6A [101]. PVDF is affixed to a metal core, its surface coated with
a conductive silver layer serving as electrodes. The polarization process renders the
metal core the negative electrode, while the conductive silver layer becomes the positive
electrode. A flexible optical fiber, approximately 300 µm in diameter, replaces the metal
core, and waterproof adhesive is applied to ensure water resistance. During polarization,
the electric field direction follows a radial path along the optical fiber, resulting in radial
polarization, as shown in Figure 6B. The physical representation of this sensor and the
experimental setup are presented in Figure 6C.

The sensing mechanism of another piezoelectric whisker sensor, based on lead zirco-
nium titanate (PZT) material [102], is illustrated in Figure 6D. When exposed to fluid loads,
the interaction between the sphere head and the fluid impacts the mechanical response of
the sphere, inducing the piezoelectric effect. Coupled mechanical response electric signals
can then be collected to analyze the whisker’s strain. As depicted in Figure 6E, this sensor
comprises PZT dual piezoelectric chips, a steel whisker, and a glass sphere tip. The sphere
head enhances interaction with the fluid, reduces the operating frequency, and aids in
interpreting fluid loads. The physical representation of the sensor is shown in Figure 6F.
Due to their uncomplicated structure and self-driving attributes, piezoelectric whisker
sensors can be fabricated on a microscale [103], as illustrated in Figure 6G. This sensor
is produced using electrohydrodynamic jet printing technology, with a whisker sensor
diameter of only 120 µm and a well-defined linear output pattern. Figure 6H elucidates the
structural components and sensing mechanism of the sensor. Cantilevered piezoelectric
sensors are affixed to a PCB, and the whisker and electrode layers are connected to the PCB
using silver paste to secure the sensor and extract signals. When the whisker undergoes
bending deformation due to external loads, the polarization surface of the piezoelectric
ceramic generates alternating voltage signals due to mutual stretching and compression
deformation. Figure 6I displays the microstructure of the whisker. However, addressing
the low-level output signals of piezoelectric whisker sensors often requires the use of
high-input impedance circuits or charge amplifiers. Additionally, due to the inherent char-
acteristics of piezoelectric materials, challenges involving poor low-frequency performance
and maintenance difficulties need to be addressed in future research.
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Figure 6. Piezoelectric whisker sensors. (A). Schematic diagram of the bionic whisker sensor based on
PVDF fiber. (B). Schematic diagram of the cross-section of the bionic whisker sensor. (C). Physical picture
of the bionic whisker sensor. (A–C) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [101] Copyright 2022, IEEE.
(D). Schematic diagram of the whisker transducer and its working principle. (E). Schematic diagram
of the connection of components. (F). Physical picture of the whisker transducer. (D–F) Reproduced
with permission. Ref. [102] Copyright 2013, IOP Publishing. (G). Physical picture of the fabricated
sensor. (H). Schematic diagram of the working principle of high-aspect-ratio cantilevered sensing
element. (I). Physical picture of the PZT thin film surface of the cantilever-type piezoelectric transducer.
(G–I) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [103] Copyright 2023, IOP Publishing.

2.6. Triboelectric Whisker Sensors

Triboelectric whisker sensors utilize the triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction
to convert the minute mechanical energy generated by whisker strain into electrical signals,
facilitating the analysis of strain information in whiskers. In comparison to piezoelectric
sensors, triboelectric sensors possess the advantages of self-driving capabilities, higher
output voltage, and lower cost, rendering them more advantageous in the development of
sensing systems [104–106]. Figure 7A illustrates the structural composition of a triboelectric
whisker sensor based on a membrane-structured triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) [107].
The artificial whisker is composed of silicone gel, with its base situated in the center of the
TENG sensing unit. The TENG sensing unit employs acrylic as the substrate with copper
deposition on the surface serving as the electrode layer. The upper substrate incorporates
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film with copper deposition on one side, functioning as the
dielectric layer and another electrode layer. The sensing principle of the TENG relies on the
coupling effect between the triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction, as depicted in
Figure 7B. When the whisker undergoes strain, it initiates contact and separation between
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the dielectric layer and electrode layers of the TENG, akin to two parallel capacitors.
With increasing strain, the left part of the PTFE contacts the Cu electrode, undergoing
charge neutralization, resulting in the TENG’s output contribution solely from the right
part in this model.

Figure 7. Triboelectric whisker sensors. (A). Schematic diagram of the structural design of the
triboelectric whisker sensor. (B). Schematic diagram of a full cycle of the electricity generation process
of the triboelectric whisker sensor. (A,B) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [107] Copyright 2015,
IOP Publishing. (C). Schematic diagram of the basic structure of the bionic follicle whisker sensor.
(D). Schematic diagram of the electronic module used for potential application demonstrations.
(C,D) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [65] Copyright 2021, AAAS. (E). Schematic diagram of the
structural design of the bionic whisker sensor. (F). Schematic diagram of the structure diagram, force
diagram, and power generation of the sensing unit. (G). Schematic diagram of the bionic whisker
sensor state under external load. (E–G) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [67] Copyright 2022,
Elsevier B.V.

Another advantageous feature of TENG is its high flexibility, enabling the design of
diverse structures employing various materials. One such example is a follicle-inspired
triboelectric whisker sensor closely mimicking the follicle structure of a mouse whisker [65],
as exemplified in Figure 7C. This structure comprises a soft silicone rubber junction (Ecoflex
00-20), a 3D-printed cylindrical shell (polylactic acid), and a rigid 3D-printed base. The base
incorporates a spring connected to a PTFE sphere, serving as the dielectric layer, with the
spring providing ample damping and restoring force. The artificial whisker is constructed
from shape memory alloy, and the inner surface of the shell symmetrically hosts four
copper films as electrode layers. Due to the high output voltage characteristics of TENGs,
this sensor can be directly integrated with robots without the need for additional circuits,
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as demonstrated in Figure 7D. Moreover, through the utilization of a sealed structure
and waterproof materials, triboelectric whisker sensors exhibit significant potential for
applications in underwater environments. Figure 7E showcases a biomimetic triboelectric
whisker sensor inspired by sea otter whiskers [67]. Its structure primarily includes a sealed
housing, carbon fiber artificial whiskers, and four TENG sensing units. Figure 7F details the
structure and generation mechanism of the TENG sensing unit. The sensing unit employs
fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) film as the dielectric layer, conductive ink as the
electrode layer, and is coated with a layer of cast polypropylene (CPP) film for electrostatic
shielding. The external layer is enveloped in silicone to ensure waterproofing. When the
whisker experiences strain, the internal sensing unit undergoes force, bringing the dielectric
materials into contact, leading to charge transfer during the contact-separation process,
thereby generating electrical signal outputs. A more intuitive sensing process is depicted
in Figure 7G. It is noteworthy that triboelectric whisker sensors are typically suited for
measuring dynamic force changes and may exhibit enhanced sensing capabilities in specific
application scenarios.

3. Potential Applications of Whisker Sensors in Marine Science and Engineering

Whisker sensors have emerged as a distinct category within the realm of tactile sensors,
offering innovative solutions to address tactile perception challenges. Leveraging their
diverse principles and structural adaptability, whisker sensors find significant utility in
marine potential applications; these can be referred to as marine whisker sensors. These
sensors hold immense promise across a spectrum of scenarios, encompassing ships, off-
shore engineering platforms, marine robots, and more. Within this section, we explore
the extensive range of potential applications for marine whisker sensors, which can be
broadly categorized into four main classes: marine structure monitoring, utilization in
oceanographic instruments, enhancing tactile perception capabilities in marine robots,
and facilitating non-contact environmental sensing in marine environments. We believe
that this section can serve as a source of inspiration for researchers in the whisker sensor
field, offering insights into the practical realization of these applications.

3.1. Marine Structure Monitoring

Marine structure monitoring encompasses the real-time or periodic assessment of
diverse engineering structures, facilities, or natural phenomena situated in the ocean.
These structures encompass offshore facilities, submarine cables, marine energy devices,
marine bridges, marine platforms, ports, and offshore vessels, among others. Whisker
sensors present many application prospects in monitoring marine structures [108–112].
They can establish contact with the structure’s surface or its surrounding environment
to capture the physical condition of the structure, thus enhancing the safety, reliability,
and longevity of marine structures. Reeder et al. introduced a dense, highly sensitive,
and multimodal electronic whisker sensing array constructed on a shape memory polymer
substrate [113], as illustrated in Figure 8A,B. This array can detect proximity, microtexture,
surface roughness, force, material rigidity, and temperature with a response time of less than
250 µs. Electronic whiskers are fabricated from resistive sensors using planar lithography
and transformed into shape-adjustable, deterministic 3D components using directed airflow
at temperatures above the substrate’s transition temperature, as shown in Figure 8C. This
electronic whisker array can discern fingerprints and leather textures, with the texture
mapping results aligning with those obtained using a profilometer. While this study did not
delve deeply into its application in the field of marine structure monitoring, this versatile
sensing array can be affixed to robotic arms or robots for surface damage detection on
structures. Furthermore, its ability to sense force and temperature makes it suitable for
extended monitoring of marine structures such as marine risers and ship pipelines.
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Figure 8. Marine structure monitoring. (A). Schematic diagram of the sensing modalities using
3D electronic whiskers. (B). Closeup illustration of an array of electronic whiskers interrogating
a fingerprint. (C). Schematic diagram of the surface map of a fingerprint and a piece of leather
constructed by e-whiskers and profilometer. (A–C) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [113] Copyright
2018, WILEY-VCH. (D). Schematic diagram of a typical damage mechanism in barely visible impact
damage. (E). Schematic diagram of the typical transient signals obtained from the whisker sensor.
(F). Physical picture of the whisker scanning setup. (D–F) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [63]
Copyright 2021, MDPI. (G). Schematic diagram of the configuration of a magnetostrictive flow sensor
module composed of magnetostrictive whisker. (H). Schematic diagram of the magnetostrictive
whisker as scour sensor for bridge detection application. (G,H) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [62]
Copyright 2018, IOP Publishing.

Fotouhi et al. introduced a method for detecting barely visible impact damage (BVID)
in materials employing whisker sensors [63], as depicted in Figure 8D. BVID typically
results from low-velocity impacts (LVI), such as foreign object impacts on submarine
surfaces or structural damage during assembly or maintenance procedures. Detecting BVID
is challenging through conventional visual inspection, yet it significantly impacts structural
integrity. Their whisker sensor comprises a small motor driving whisker oscillations, 3D-
printed whiskers, and Hall effect sensors. The sensing mechanism, as shown in Figure 8E,
relies on the non-stationary frequency characteristics of intermittent contact between the
whiskers and the structure’s surface. Classification feature vectors are derived through time-
frequency analysis, and a support vector machine (SVM) classifier is trained for accurate
classification. After 13 or more training sessions involving repeated, brief whisker contacts
with test samples, close to 100% classification accuracy is achieved. Figure 8F displays
the physical assembly of this sensing system, which detects BVID in samples through
repeated, brief whisker contacts at their tips. Na et al. propose whisker sensors constructed
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from Fe-Al (phenol) and Fe-Ga (gallium) rolled sheets with preferred orientations, serving
effectively as flow sensors [62]. They respond to local variations in magnetization intensity
induced by bending stress during fluid flow resistance, as shown in Figure 8G. These
magnetization intensity changes are translated into electrical signal outputs employing
Hall effect sensors. Notably, this sensor can be utilized as part of a bridge automatic
scour monitoring system. Historically, bridge scour has been the leading cause of bridge
failures. Figure 8H illustrates how this team, with support from the U.S. Department
of Transportation (USDOT), deployed prototype scour sensor columns on a Maryland
highway bridge equipped with flow sensors made of triphenyl whiskers. The findings
of this research can also be applied to damage warning systems for offshore platforms or
nearshore equipment to mitigate damage to marine structures under extreme conditions.

3.2. Marine Measuring Instruments

Marine measurement instruments encompass a range of devices and equipment
employed for data collection and measurement in the marine environment. Whisker
sensors, as miniature, integrated, and intelligent sensors, hold the potential to signifi-
cantly enhance the sensing capabilities of existing systems, offering insights into multi-
ple parameters, including velocity [114,115], viscosity [102], vibration [116], underwater
acoustics [64,117,118], and more. Liu et al. devised a deployable Kirigami whisker sensor
by combining Kirigami skin pop-up functionality with flexible conductive layers [119],
as depicted in Figure 9A. This sensor transitions from a flat state to a sensing state, with ad-
justable whisker stiffness and initial pop-up angle achieved by tuning pre-stretch strain.
It comprises Kirigami layers with printed conductive sensor layers. Kirigami, a 2D layer
structure cut into specific patterns, transforms into 3D pop-up structures when subjected to
strain. A trapezoidal pattern was chosen for its superior stretchability and larger pop-up
angle. The experimental setup, presented in Figure 9B, serves as an underwater flow meter.
As water flows over the whiskers, it induces bending deformation, detected by the con-
ductive layer sensors. Figure 9C provides average resistance change rate data from three
repeated experiments, divided by the standard deviation. The results indicate a linearly
increasing relationship between resistance change rate and water flow rate.

Drawing inspiration from marine mammal tactile whiskers, Rooney et al. introduced
a novel method for determining the relative viscosity density of fluids using driven flexible
beams [120]. The sensor structure, displayed in Figure 9D, incorporates artificial whiskers
based on the Hall effect sensor model, installed within follicle casings and connected to a
PC for data sampling via a straightforward microcontroller interface. The whisker sensor
generates two voltages proportional to the deflection degrees along two orthogonal axes of
the whisker shafts. The voltage-to-deflection ratio is pre-programmed during assembly
and calibrated using load sensors and micrometer displacement tools. A schematic of
viscosity sensing tests is presented in Figure 9E. The whisker sensor, mounted on the
spindle of a waterproof servo motor, rotates at a set angular velocity along an arc, with a
glycerin and water mixture in the device. Adjusting the glycerin proportion alters fluid
dynamic viscosity. As shown in Figure 9F, the output data reveal that higher viscosity
fluids lead to an increased amplitude of re-entrant sensing response on both measurement
axes. When immersed in viscous fluid, the whiskers undergo intrinsic frequency changes,
allowing the whisker sensor to classify fluid viscosity through controlled stirring-induced
self-motion modes.
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Figure 9. Marine measuring instruments. (A). Schematic diagram of the Kirigami whisker sensor.
(B). Schematic diagram of the underwater test setup. (C). The test result of the relationship between
resistance changing ratio versus water flow rate. (A–C) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [119]
Copyright 2022, IEEE. (D). Schematic diagram of the assembled sensor mounted onto servo mo-
tor for whisker tank experiments and the details of the main components of the sensor assembly.
(E). Schematic diagram of the whisker tank experimental configuration. (F). Schematic diagram of
whisker signals in controlled viscosity. (D–F) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [120] Copyright
2015, Springer. (G). Schematic diagram of an artificial whisker array. (H). Schematic diagram of
the cross-sectional device image of an individual whisker sensor. (I). Schematic diagram of the
temperature sensitivity of the embedded p-n diode. (G–I) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [121]
Copyright 2011, IOP Publishing.

Ikedo et al. introduced a planar out-of-plane high aspect ratio “whisker-like” micro-
wire array sensor for multi-point contact force and temperature detection with high spatial
resolution [121]. The sensor relies on vertically assembled piezoresistive p-type silicon
micro-wires on an n-type silicon substrate catalyzed by selective VLS (vapor–liquid–solid
method) growth of silicon, as shown in Figure 9G. VLS growth enables the creation of
artificial whisker sensors with precisely defined wire diameter and position, based on
integrated circuit (IC) photolithography. This precision results in high-density wire arrays
and enables control of various lengths of out-of-plane wires at the micrometer to millimeter
scale. Figure 9H displays a cross-sectional device image of a single whisker sensor element
composed of piezoresistive p-type silicon VLS micro-wires assembled on an n-type silicon
substrate, forming a p-type silicon wire/p-n diode system. Using the same sensor arrange-
ment, piezoresistive silicon micro-wires and embedded p-n diodes can be employed for
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force and temperature sensing, respectively. Figure 9I illustrates the I–V curve related
to temperature for the wire/p-n diode measured under a forward bias voltage of 0 to
0.7 V. At forward bias voltages between 0.1 and 0.25 V, the forward current is primarily
determined by the p-n diode characteristics. Leveraging this feature, the sensor achieves
temperature detection capabilities with sub-second time resolution in microscale regions.

3.3. Marine Robot Tactile Perception

Tactile perception in marine robots encompasses the capacity to sense objects and
surfaces within the environment through touch and pressure sensors, facilitating interactive
engagement. Integration of whisker sensors with marine robots extends their functionality
to address diverse application needs. For instance, whisker sensors enable distance and
shape recognition, facilitating the development of tactile Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) systems for cabin inspection robots [122–125]. This complements their
limited optical perception capabilities in close proximity. Underwater robots, equipped
with whisker sensors, gain tactile recognition capabilities, enabling the detection and iden-
tification of surrounding obstacles, thereby enhancing their operability. Wei et al. proposed
a MEMS-based (MEMS, Micro-electromechanical Systems) biomimetic whisker sensor in-
spired by rodents, which integrates four sensing units on a square silicon wafer measuring
6.8 mm per side [126]. This design allows mounting on small robots similar in size to real
rodents. The constructed mouse-like robot and sensor design are shown in Figure 10A. Due
to its compact size, this robot exhibits high potential for applications in confined spaces on
ships or in cabins. To mimic the mechanical receptors in whisker follicles, which perceive
whisker deflection and measure torque at the whisker’s base, the sensing unit comprises a
whisker shaft, a central connector, and four beams. The whisker shaft is embedded within
the central connector, and four piezoresistors are integrated into the beams arranged in a
cross shape. These piezoresistors are configured in a Wheatstone bridge to convert changes
in resistance values into electrical signals. The proposed prototype robot achieves distance
measurement and surface shape recognition capabilities akin to those of real rodents, as il-
lustrated in Figure 10B. As the whisker makes contact with a surface, the contact distance
changes due to the varying curvatures of the recognized object’s surface. Consequently,
the shape of the sensor’s output waveform reflects the shape of the contacted surface.
Figure 10C displays the perception signals of the whisker sensor during sweeping move-
ments on circular and flat surfaces, demonstrating how the sensor’s time waveform reflects
surface curvature.

Autonomous guided vehicles (AGVs) serve as viable choices for cabin or offshore
platform inspection robots. An et al. designed a flexible biomimetic whisker mechanore-
ceptor (BWMR) inspired by the way animals employ hair-based sensors to explore their
environment [127]. The BWMR utilizes triboelectric nanogenerator technology, allowing it
to convert external mechanical stimuli into electrical signals without the need for an exter-
nal power source. This feature makes it suitable for widespread use in robots. The BWMR
facilitates the identification of objects that conventional environmental detection methods
like vision and ultrasonic radar cannot detect, substantially expanding a robot’s ability
to gather information about its surroundings, as depicted in the application schematic in
Figure 10D. The BWMR consists of 0.2 mm thick FEP strips, mimicking animal whiskers,
and biomimetic follicles that encompass two metal electrodes. These biomimetic follicles
encapsulate two electrodes of the TENG, helping to resist interference from the external
environment. By integrating the BWMR into AGVs, it becomes possible to achieve auto-
matic obstacle avoidance, as depicted in Figure 10E. A computer program analyzes the
real-time output signals from the BWMR, enabling precise automatic obstacle avoidance
based on the collision angle. The transfer charge signals obtained from two BWMR sensors
during obstacle avoidance are shown in Figure 10F. When the sensor detects a collision
signal, the robot swiftly takes evasive action, resulting in waveform characteristics that
initially rise and then quickly fall.
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Figure 10. Marine robot tactile perception. (A). Schematic diagram of the robotic rat equipped with
whisker sensor and the design method of whisker sensor. (B). Schematic diagram of the shape recog-
nition. (C). Deflection signal of the whisker sensor sliding on surface of round and flat shape.
(A–C) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [126] Copyright 2019, IEEE. (D). Application of the
biomimetic whisker mechanoreceptors in shaded object detection, information interaction, and en-
vironment recognition for robotics. (E). Schematic diagram of the strategy and trajectory of the
application of the biomimetic whisker mechanoreceptors in robotics for environment and obstacle
recognition. (F). Real-time acquired transferred charge signals from the electrometer DAQ board
in the process of autonomous obstacle avoidance. (D–F) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [127]
Copyright 2021, WILEY-VCH. (G). Schematic diagram of the sensor configuration and experimental
scene layout during reactive obstacle avoidance. (H). The output signal of bionic whisker sensor for
underwater reactive obstacle avoidance. (G,H) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [67] Copyright
2022, Elsevier B.V. using BWS.

By ensuring the waterproofing and specialized design of whisker sensors, they can
also be directly applied in underwater environments. Taking inspiration from sea otter
whisker structures, Xu et al. designed a TENG-based biomimetic whisker sensor (BWS) to
assist underwater robots in perceiving the underwater environment [65]. The sensing unit
generates electrical signals through triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction between
an FEP thin film and ink. A detailed discussion of its structure is provided in Section 2.6.
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With a biologically inspired structural design, artificial BWS can estimate the external
stimulus area. Integration of the BWS into the head of underwater robots enables obstacle
avoidance based on BWS perception, as demonstrated in the physical diagram and obstacle
configuration in Figure 10G. The underwater robot encounters obstacles in a water tunnel
constructed from transparent acrylic plates measuring 1.6 m × 0.8 m × 0.8 m. Obstacle
1 is positioned at the tunnel entrance, while obstacle 2 comprises three prisms affixed
to the tunnel’s upper wall. As the underwater robot progresses into the water tunnel,
the BWS initially collides with the tunnel’s upper wall, generating an electrical signal.
Subsequently, the underwater robot adjusts its diving depth to navigate into the tunnel
smoothly. When the BWS detects obstacle 2 within the tunnel, the underwater robot repeats
the depth adjustment procedure to successfully navigate the obstacle. Figure 10H offers
insight into the specific shape of the BWS and real-time voltage signals as the underwater
robot avoids these two obstacles. The results illustrate that the underwater robot equipped
with the BWS can effectively detect the surface conditions within the underwater tunnel
and autonomously avoid obstacles.

3.4. Marine Non-Contact Environmental Sensing

The utilization of whisker sensors for non-contact environmental sensing in the marine
environment represents an innovative approach. These specialized sensors draw inspi-
ration from marine mammals and other animals’ whiskers to gather information about
the underwater environment without the necessity for direct physical contact. In con-
temporary research, the development of sensors geared towards achieving non-contact
environmental sensing in the ocean is predominantly influenced by seal whiskers [128–131].
Extensive studies on the fluid dynamics associated with seal whiskers provide a robust
theoretical underpinning for the design and implementation of whisker sensors for marine
non-contact environmental perception. Zheng et al. introduced a fully 3D-printed MEMS
cantilever sensor designed to experimentally measure the responses to vortex-induced
vibration (VIV) and flow-induced vibration (WIV) in individual 3D-printed seal whiskers
and arrays [68]. The structural diagram of the sensor and its assembly with 3D-printed
seal whiskers are depicted in Figure 11A. This MEMS cantilever beam sensor is crafted
through 3D printing, with pressure-sensitive resistors employing graphene nanomateri-
als embedded at the hinges. The 3D-printed seal whisker structures are integrated into
3D-printed whisker brackets and affixed to the distal end of the MEMS cantilever beam
sensor. Notably, the parameters for the artificial whiskers in this study were extracted from
3D measurement data of the cross-sectional morphological characteristics of seal whiskers
and gray seal whiskers. This represents a pioneering effort in creating 3D scans of seal
whiskers. Schematics illustrating the measurement of VIV and WIV by whisker sensors are
presented in Figure 11B. The results of these measurements affirm that seal whiskers vibrate
at the WIV frequency, synchronized with the dominant frequency of the wake vortex. This
provides robust theoretical support for the development and deployment of low-noise
sensors applicable to underwater robots.

Eberhardt et al. devised a Wake Information Detection and Tracking System (WIDTS)
founded on the capacitive whisker sensor proposed in Section 2.4 [95]. This system fea-
tures multiple whisker-like elements capable of responding to hydrodynamic disturbances
encountered during underwater locomotion. To evaluate whether the WIDTS sensor’s
capacity to detect underwater wake in laboratory settings can be extrapolated to dynamic
testing environments akin to those encountered by biological models, the research team
securely attached the WIDTS to occlusal plates within the seal’s mouth. This exposed the
sensor to a fluid dynamic environment reminiscent of free-swimming seals, as illustrated
in Figure 11C. Chase experiments involving seals were recorded using a wide-angle cam-
era positioned directly above the test pool, as demonstrated in Figure 11D. Remarkably,
the seals consistently tracked the path left by the submarine, irrespective of whether they
carried the WIDTS. Data from the WIDTS sensor, detailing the deflection angles of whisker
elements as they traversed the fluid dynamic trajectory created by the submarine, are pre-
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sented in Figure 11E. Video performance data corroborate that these detections correspond
in time with WIDTS-wake intersections.

Figure 11. Marine non-contact environmental sensing. (A). Schematic diagram of the 3D-printed
cantilever sensor and whisker vibration measurements in the recirculating water flume. (B). Schematic
diagram of the diagrammatic sketch showing the seal whisker structure arrays in a wake generated by
an upstream circular cylinder. (A,B) Reproduced with permission. Ref. [68] Copyright 2023, WILEY-
VCH. (C). Schematic diagram of the harbor seal Sprouts tracking an underwater wake while wearing
a blindfold and holding the Wake Information Detection and Tracking System firmly in his mouth.
(D). Schematic diagram of a simple experimental trial. (E). The data Wake Information Detection
and Tracking System with the screenshot times indicated by red lines. (C–E) Reproduced with
permission. Ref. [95] Copyright 2016, IOP Publishing. (F). Schematic diagram of the experimental
setup of the underwater bionic whisker sensor. (G). Three states during the movement of the robotic
fish and corresponding voltage signal of the underwater bionic whisker sensor. (F,G) Reproduced
with permission. Ref. [66] Copyright 2022, Elsevier B.V.

In a similar vein to seal whiskers, Wang et al. introduced a flexible biomimetic whisker
sensor, distinct from the previously mentioned whisker sensors, denoted as the Underwater
Biomimetic Whisker Sensor (UBWS) [66]. The UBWS comprises an internally autonomous
layered triboelectric nanogenerator sensing unit, flexible silicone gel follicles (Dragonskin
00-20), and artificial whiskers (polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS). The follicles envelop the
upper portion of the sensing unit, while the artificial whiskers cover the lower portion.
The variation in material elasticity between the upper and lower halves of the UBWS
culminates in the primary deflection point along the sensing unit, generating strain at the
material junction. The UBWS is integrated into a robotic fish for the purpose of underwater
target tracking, as depicted in Figure 11F. The experimental setup entails an indoor pool
measuring 3 m × 2 m × 1.5 m, with the UBWS linked to an Arduino control module within
the robotic fish via a data collection module. Control is achieved through a straightforward
closed-loop control system, with the robotic fish’s movement classified into three states,
as shown in Figure 11G. When the UBWS captures vortex information from underwater
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targets, the robotic fish adjusts its course toward the target until the voltage signal reaches
a preset threshold. This application demonstrates the feasibility of UBWS-based tracking
of underwater targets even when visual cues are limited or absent. It is important to note
that while flexible whisker structures enhance sensitivity, the strain processes involved are
relatively intricate and may pose challenges in effectively elucidating them using existing
theoretical models. Moreover, flexible structures introduce increased instability, potentially
posing challenges in achieving effective sensing in practical applications.

As depicted in Table 1, this review intuitively outlines the categories, performance
attributes, and potential applications of various whisker sensors. Optical whisker sensors
pose a challenge in the realm of marine science and engineering due to the inherent
complexity of their acquisition systems. Magnetic and resistive whisker sensors, having
been developed earlier and subjected to in-depth scrutiny, yield a substantial body of
research results with demonstrable application potential in the domain of marine science
and engineering. On the other hand, capacitive whisker sensors confront limitations
stemming from their susceptibility to environmental variations and high demands in
packaging processes, impeding their broader utility in marine science and engineering
applications. Despite a paucity of existing research outcomes, the prospective value of
piezoelectric and triboelectric whisker sensors in the marine science and engineering arena
cannot be discounted. Their robust environmental adaptability renders them particularly
suited for underwater applications. Notably, triboelectric whisker sensors, characterized
by a brief developmental history, harbor extensive research prospects and are poised to
assume a pivotal role in shaping the future landscape of applications in the field of marine
science and engineering.

Table 1. The categories, performance, and potential applications of various whisker sensors.

Category Performance Potential Applications Reference

Magnetic Response time of less than 0.88 s Surface recognition [108]
Magnetic Accuracy level of almost 100% Damage detecting [63]
Magnetic Scour monitoring at Maryland State Highway bridges Scour monitoring [62]
Magnetic Success generally increases as flow rate increases Scour monitoring [109]
Magnetic Frequency sensitive Scour monitoring [110]
Magnetic Robustly classifying the viscosity of fluids Viscometer [120]
Magnetic Root mean squared percentage error less than 3.96% Flow meter [114]
Magnetic Force resolution 0.4 mN, spatial resolution 0.04 mm × 0.04 mm Vibrometer [116]
Resistive Response time of less than 250 µs Surface recognition [113]
Resistive Roughly check and estimate the surrounding flow rate Flow meter [119]
Resistive Small detection area (∼20 µm2) and high spatial resolution (∼100 µm in pitch) Thermometer [121]
Resistive Recognize precision is as low as 0.2 mḑots−1 within 0.1 s Flow meter [115]
Resistive Sensitivities about −204.6 dB@300 Hz (X channel) and −210.2 dB@300 Hz (Y channel) Hydrophone [64]
Resistive Resonance frequency of sensor is nearly 1450 Hz Hydrophone [117]
Resistive Available bandwidth of sensor ranging from 20 to 500 Hz Hydrophone [118]
Resistive Compensation error with only 20.385% Robot tactile perception [122]
Resistive Scan the surface profile of touched objects Robot tactile perception [123]
Resistive Simultaneous Localization and Mapping Robot tactile perception [124]
Resistive Simultaneous Localization and Mapping Robot tactile perception [125]
Resistive Trail tracking Flow field perception [68]
Resistive Sensitivity of sensor in any direction is detectable and remarkably high (% ∼1180) Flow field perception [130]
Resistive Perceive intricate flow details Flow field perception [131]

Capacitive Target tracking Flow field perception [95]
Piezoelectric Mechanical impedance is correlated with roughness Surface recognition [111]
Piezoelectric Measurement uncertainty is less than 0.60% Viscometer [102]
Piezoelectric Determine obstacle distance Robot tactile perception [126]
Triboelectric Shaded object detection and environment recognition Robot tactile perception [127]
Triboelectric Simultaneous Localization and Mapping Robot tactile perception [65]
Triboelectric Perceiving underwater environment and avoiding reactive obstacles Robot tactile perception [67]
Triboelectric Passive vortex perception Flow field perception [66]
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4. Challenges and Future Perspectives

Despite the considerable promise exhibited across various sectors, whisker sensors
encounter several pressing challenges that demand immediate attention. Foremost among
these challenges is the pursuit of heightened accuracy and resolution. Despite ongoing
research efforts aimed at augmenting the sensing precision and resolution of whisker sen-
sors, they still lag behind conventional sensors such as cameras and laser radar in terms of
performance. Furthermore, the applicability of whisker sensors remains relatively confined,
primarily facilitating close-range sensing. While biological whiskers excel at long-range
sensing, current research endeavors have struggled to match the prowess of biological
counterparts. Artificial components within whisker sensors may be vulnerable to envi-
ronmental factors, potentially compromising sensing stability and necessitating frequent
recalibration. This also increases maintenance demands to protect against the adverse
effects of wear and tear on the whisker’s sensing effectiveness. Furthermore, the data
output from whisker sensors tends to be complex, requiring extensive processing and
analysis to extract feature information. Consequently, this places greater demands on signal
acquisition and processing. Despite extant research concerning the utilization of whisker
sensors in marine contexts, the extent of their integration remains relatively circumscribed.
For instance, the direct acquisition of output signals from a whisker sensor is hindered by
the precision limitations of current microcomputers. Numerous whisker sensors harboring
substantial potential applications remain untapped in marine applications. To address
these shortcomings, we propose future development directions for marine whisker sensors
as follows:

(1) In-depth Research into Whisker Sensing Theory: The existing landscape of whisker
sensors divides them into rigid and flexible categories based on the properties of artifi-
cial whisker materials. Rigid whisker sensors boast simpler structures, facilitating the
establishment of sensing models; however, they often fall short in terms of performance.
In contrast, flexible sensors exhibit superior sensitivity but frequently entail intricate strain
processes, typically simplified into two-dimensional models for analytical purposes, ren-
dering them theoretically less mature. Consequently, the ongoing pursuit revolves around
the development of dependable mechanical models for artificial whiskers. The creation of
robust theoretical models founded on well-established theory can underpin the design and
fabrication of whisker sensors, curtailing trial-and-error costs. Simultaneously, the intri-
cacies of the marine environment can be streamlined through further exploration of the
fluid-structure coupling mechanism between whiskers and fluids.

(2) Enhancing Sensing Capabilities: The capabilities of whisker sensors pivot primarily
on their design and materials. The sensing mechanism is heavily influenced by design
configuration, making the optimization of design crucial to enhance sensing capabilities.
Additionally, the material properties of the sensor not only impact the accuracy of artificial
whiskers but also define the capacities of the sensing unit. For instance, in the case of
triboelectric whisker sensors, improving the charging performance of both the dielectric
layer and the electrodes within the sensing unit is a pivotal step towards enhancing
sensing capabilities. The amelioration of artificial whisker materials can concurrently
fortify their durability and stability, warranting intensified research efforts in the materials
domain. Furthermore, the adept analysis of whisker sensor output signals is imperative
for the enhancement of their sensing capabilities. By subjecting the sensor output signal to
advanced techniques such as the Fast Fourier Transform or machine learning algorithms, it
becomes possible to extract more pertinent feature information. Consequently, this leads to
a substantial enhancement of their perceptual capabilities.

(3) Developing Long-Term Monitoring and Autonomous Operation: The marine
milieu presents unique challenges concerning energy supply. Mitigating sensor energy
consumption to enable protracted monitoring or autonomous data collection capabilities
emerges as a critical imperative for sustained marine research. Current research endeavors
have extended into the domain of self-powered sensing technologies, which include the uti-
lization of piezoelectric or triboelectric nanogenerator technologies. These advancements
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enable sensors to function autonomously, without reliance on external power sources.
The exploration of their integration with whisker sensors presents a promising avenue
for addressing this challenge. Furthermore, harnessing energy derived from the marine
environment to power sensors offers a feasible solution. The reliability of whisker sensors
is crucial for ensuring their long-term monitoring and automatic operation. An important
aspect of assessing reliability involves evaluating metrics, including sensitivity, repeata-
bility, and precision. Sensitivity is responsible for a sensor’s capability to detect subtle
environmental changes, while repeatability and precision gauge the consistency and ac-
curacy of these measurements. These metrics are pivotal in determining the reliability of
bionic whisker sensors in capturing and interpreting sensory data. A comparative anal-
ysis with other tactile sensing technologies can elucidate the strengths and weaknesses
of whisker sensors in terms of reliability. Ongoing research and development efforts are
directed toward enhancing materials, design, and signal processing techniques to bolster
the reliability of these sensors across diverse applications.

(4) Integration and Intelligence: Whisker sensors, classified as tactile sensing technolo-
gies, harmonize seamlessly with other sensory modalities like sonar, cameras, and LiDAR
(Light Detection And Ranging), culminating in multi-sensor fusion systems that augment
overall marine perception in terms of comprehensiveness and precision. For instance,
amalgamating whisker sensors with optical sensing apparatuses on underwater robots
confers synchronous perception of the surrounding environment, encompassing far-field
and near-field scenarios. This synergy enables superior detection and tracking of marine
entities and structures. Additionally, the infusion of intelligent algorithms, such as deep
learning and machine learning, can heighten real-time analysis and processing competen-
cies concerning whisker sensor output data. This can ultimately culminate in automatic
feature recognition, anomaly detection, and even prognostication of alterations in detected
targets. The integration of whisker sensors with artificial intelligence represents an effective
strategy to enhance sensing capabilities, enabling autonomous decision-making and control
based on data collection.

(5) Multidisciplinary Cross-Integration: Whisker sensors inherently epitomize the
product of interdisciplinary research. Their deeper exploration across various disciplines as-
sumes pivotal significance in ameliorating their performance and broadening their horizons
with regard to application areas. In the realm of materials science, the optimization or inven-
tion of new materials requisite for whisker sensors assumes centrality. Within the domain of
mechanical design, inventive approaches can be pursued to ensure sensor robustness and
stability. In the purview of biology, a deeper comprehension of the sensory mechanisms
underpinning biological whiskers can serve as a fount of inspiration for whisker sensor
designs. The field of data analysis and algorithm development requires the creation of
intelligent algorithms designed to process and analyze sensor output data. In the realm
of physics, the formulation of effective models and analyses relevant to whisker sensors
can contribute to the refinement of theoretical models. For example, the incorporation
of Internet of Things (IoT) technology with whisker sensors in the domains of marine
science and engineering offers an abundance of data and diverse applications in the realms
of environmental monitoring, marine biology research, navigation, security, aquaculture,
and disaster response. Multidisciplinary integration not only advances whisker sensor
technology but also facilitates its integration into these domains, promoting mutual growth
across diverse disciplines. These envisioned future directions represent potential avenues
for mitigating the current limitations associated with whisker sensors and pave the path
for their ongoing development and application within the marine domain.

5. Conclusions

This review offered a comprehensive exploration of diverse categories of whisker sen-
sors, encompassing optical, magnetic, resistive, capacitive, piezoelectric, and triboelectric
variants. Furthermore, it provided insights into the varied potential applications of whisker
sensors in the marine domain, classifying them into four distinct domains: marine structure
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monitoring, marine measurement instruments, marine robot tactile perception, and marine
non-contact environmental sensing. The challenges faced by whisker sensors in the fields
of marine science and engineering, alongside their future prospects, underwent a thorough
examination. The future prospects centered on five development directions: in-depth
research into whisker sensing theory, enhancement of sensing capabilities, establishment of
long-term monitoring and autonomous functionality, integration and intelligent systems,
and multidisciplinary cross-integration. Although whisker sensors currently have limited
applications in marine science and engineering, their substantial potential value in this
field should not be underestimated.
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